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Abstract (Descriptive Summary):

Provenance and Acquisition Information:
Original tape recorded interviews by Wardlow were lent to the Center for copying. The tape copies were made by Center audio specialist Bruce Nemerov.

Subject/Index Terms:

Agency History/Biographical Sketch:
Gayle Dean Wardlow is an expert on early blues music and a record collector. He has published articles on the blues, and co-authored King of the Delta Blues: The Life and Music of Charlie Patton with Stephen Calt.

Scope and Content:
The interviews were recorded in Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia and North Carolina between 1967 and 1969. One of the primary informants is blues musician Hayes McMullan, whose tapes include music as well as questions and answers. Most of the music occurs on the first seven tapes, primarily by McMullan, with a few by Willie Young, and Willie Moore, and includes the pieces: "Delta Walk,""New Way of Spelling Memphis, Tennessee,""Gonna Get a Woman" (aka "Sunday Woman"), "Goin' Where Chilly Winds Don't Blow,""Spoonful Blues,""Kansas City Blues,""Born in the Delta,""Roll and Tumble,""Leave Here Walkin',""Hurry

Other blues musicians or family of musicians interviewed include Willie Moore, his wife Elizabeth Moore, Willie Young, Reverend Rice, Lilly Hester and Roberta Jameson (sisters of Son Sims), Tommy Lee, Henry Austin, Roberta Hagan (wife of Joe Holmes), Sammy Watkins, Fred Gordon, Ishmon Bracey, Booker T. Miller, Nathan "Dick" Banks, Jack Cooper, Chester House, John Willis, Kin Abram, Ben Curry, Ledell Johnson, various acquaintances of Tommy Johnson (not all identified), Jessie Hills, Sam Williams, Marie Fields, Joe Reynolds, Rosalie Harris (friend of Blind Joe Reynolds), Reynolds Sheppard (uncle of Blind Joe Reynolds), Gress Barnett.

Wardlow also interviewed some early record company talent scouts, including H.C. Speir, Polk Brockman, and Harry Charles. There is one interview with co-author Steven Calt.

Audio tape logs made by audio specialist Bruce Nemerov follow.

**Arrangement:**

**Location:**
Manuscript and print collections are filed by accession number with other manuscript groups. Audiovisual materials are filed first by format, then by tape number, in the audiovisual archives.

**Related Materials:**
Wardlow also lent for copying an interview with Dave Jasen (94-040) and some instantaneous acetate discs of the Mid-Carolina Male Chorus (94-047).
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